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IIvTRODDCTIOH
It is an accepted fact among agricultural authorities that
fences are a major problem in the present-^iay farming schemes*
In the colonial days farmers in some localities built their
fences with stone because it was convenient to pile the stones
from the fields on the boimdarles# Split rail fences were a
common sight, and the use of a hedge fence was a general
practice. Land was relatively plentiful and cheap, and it did
not matter so much if rail fences and hedgerov/s did occupy
cor:sideral:le of it. Too, the cost of manufactured fence
materials was almost prohibitive, making the use of native
materials necessary*
Since pioneer days, however, farming conditions have undergone
many radical changes. At the same tine, the materials used for
fence cosstructlon have been subjected to an evolution^ an
evolution which has adapted Itself to the changing farming
practices as best It could. The present-^ay farmer does not
have at his disposal an almost unlimited supply of native
material with which to build fences, and he must incur an
Investment of money to secure these materials* To him, the
question of adequately fencing his fartr: is a major economic
problem*
A solution to this problem Is a challenge to the*Agrl-
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cultural Knglneer; a challenge which Is being felt more and
iBore keenly. The Pressure Treated Fence Post Institute in co
operation with the Agricultural Engineering Department of Iowa
State College sponsored a fellowship for the purpose of obtain"*
ing definite research data connected with the fence problem.
The p\irpose of this investigation to study some of
the problems presented by the line fence post#
-11-
RISTORICAX
The Project
Since the fall of 1939 the Pressure Treated Fence Post
Institute has sponsored a fellovtrship in cooperation with the
Agriciiltiiral Eng^inoerlng Department of Iowa State College.
G« L» Hazen, the flrj^t research fellow, made both labors*
tory and field tests, using various fence end arrangements*
M« D, Strong, the second research fellow, c<Matinued the work
with the fence end arrangements, expanding to Include corner
constructions as well# The pfurpose of these tests was to
analyze the structures from an engineering standpoint so that
reconmiendatlons for fence end and comer constructions, based
upon test data, combined with conventlojial practice, could be
made* In addition, Strong irade some prellrilnary studios of
the line fence post#
Review of Literattire
As early as 1916 the problem of fencing had attained
national prominence. Humphrey C7)| In a government bulletin,
makes the following statementt
"The enormous proportions which the farm-fence problem
has assigned to the farmers of the United States can best b®
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shown by th© use of figures given in the reports of the last
census9 combined with data obtained In the studies of this
office# In 1909 there were 6,3^1»502 farms In the United
States, averaging X38.1 aeres each* It has been found that
the average of 140 acre farir requires six rods of fence to tM
acre, or a total of 828»6 rods to the farm. This would mean
that there were, In round numbers, 5»271,0C>0,000 rods, or
16,472,000 miles, of fence In the United States In 1910* Tl:ls
amount of fence would encircle the earth about 659 times. To
replace this with only a medliim grade of woven-wire fence,
a type which has been ver^' coiiJiDonly used by American fanr.ers
In the past, wo. Id cost, at the rste of sixty-five cents per
rod for wire, posts, miscellaneous materials, and labor^
$3,428,241,362, which Is 8«3 cent of the total value of
all farm property, 12 per cent of the value of all farm land^
54.1 per cent of thf? value of farm buildings, 69*5 per cent
of the value of domestic animals, poultry, and bees on farms,
and raore than double the value of all imrleroents and machinery
on farms, accoiding to the values estimated for these items
by the last census. It must be borne in ffiind, however, that
the figures represent the first cost of fences, while the
census figures represent the present value of buildings and
machinery# Therefore, the ratio will not be quite as great#"
Again, In 1929» the problems of fencing were given
prominence in an article by logman (9) presented to a meeting
of Agricultural Engineers t
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"It seems that fencing has seldom been regarded as a
subject or problem of sufficient insportance to warrant any
considerable study on the part of agricultural research
agencies, be they engineering or econmic in charactor# When
fence has been thought of, it has been to wonder how we might
get along with jess or do away with it entirely. It has
taken Its plae« In the ailnds of the farmer^ the teacher and
the research aian similar to that occupied In the mind of a
grocer by sugar and flour; a staple, necessary' coniinodityy but
nothing to get enthused over.
"Yet fence Is almost as basic as the soil Itself in isost
of our systems of farming and over the loajor part of our pro
ductive agricultural area. To the structxires uan fence is of
great importance, for without fence there Is but little need
for the income-producing portion of farm structures. The
magnitude of the fence problem at present is spotlighted by
the fact ttat froir 25 to 50 per cent of existing fences,
avesraging around 30 per cent the country over, are entirely
Inadequate to turn livestock."
Little data are available concerning the behavior of
fence posts set In soil. Eowever, some information is
available concerning the load carrying characteristics of
transmission line poles, and this informtion has served as
a guide In preparing a pro^rara for an investigat on. Large
coi 'par ies have seen the Importance of having definite desl©i
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data toT setting transmission poles, and as a result a number of
ajialyses have been presented by different investigators#
Seiler (11) makes the following statement8
"For any pole of a certain strength and set in a given
soil, there is a depth of erobediaent such that its strength
will be Jiist developed* If the depth less than that^
soney is uselessly spent for a poet ose strength ean not be
utilized. If the depth is too great, there is a waste of
labor in excavating the hole for the pole. Considering the
many uncertainties in the action of t);e soil, conditions which
may cause wide variations in the c^^ipacity of a given soil, and other
factors, it would be ridiculous to assiane th t any great
accuracy could be secured in the atter-'pt to determine a precise
depth of set. liowever, even an approach to the correct or ideal
depth would, without doubt, result in important economies to
large consumers of poles#** j
-—j
With the increasing practice of contour farming| the problem
of contour fencing Is becoming more and more important. This
is brought out by an editorial (3) which appeared in the
Agricoiltural Engineering Journal in 1935*
"It was logical, and might well be prophetic, tlxat an
entire session of the Structures Division, during the 29th
anniial meeting of the American Society of Agricultural Engineers,
was devoted to farm fencing. Taking the countr> as a whole,
it seems sure that no other part of the farm plant is so far
-15-
gone Into disrepair and disorganization. It seems equally obvious,
in general, that few structural lieproveBients are so quickly self-
liquldating.
"While there are piece-meal ccntributions to sundry-
detailed phases of farm fencing, there is no orderly literature
covering the subject in a way both coEprehensive and soundly
technical. Ho one can, with any assurance, define what is an
optlmuBJ fence for a stated situation. Fencing evidently is a
vernacular art not well organized empirically, asuch less
engineered on a foundation of basic studies. As such an art
it has been more efficient than could be expected—another
testlmonal to the judgment and resourcefulness of the American \
farmer. J
"Several developments now dictate a dignified program of
fence engineering. One consists of technical advances by
fence manufacturers during the yeare that fencesCas farm plant)
retrogressed. These are Ksainly metallurgical ip.provernents
(sic)
to achieve longer fence life# In this phase of fencing
Industry Is doing its part, and it is logically about as far
as the province of Industrj" goes. Determlnatiwi of optimum
height, spacing, wire size, etc., in relation to service re
quirements would seem to be a Job for agricultural engineers
and animal husbandmen.
*While it has not progressed as might be wished by our
profession's participants therein, the ASM program of fence-
testlne creates an occasion and should afford data for
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accelerated activity In fence engineering# Terracing and
other phases of soil conservation, and indeed all land-use
progress} create new need for fencing, or need for new
fencing*
"Though Its work was brought to an untimely end by
economic troubles, the Farm Fence Institute lived long
enough to demonstrate the need for fence engineering as a
fomi of farm eianagerr.ent, and that farmers "were not really
so indifferent to fencing as fence sales curves might seem
to Indicate. Whether that Institute or someti ing akin to
it should be given another chance in a more normal economic
atmosphere, is not for us to suggest. We do believe that
the englnesrlng work, both research and extension, tov?ard
which It pointed shoiULd be prwaptly orgaiiized and systesiatieally
pursued#*
The fact that there are possible means for setting line
posts other than the conventional method of digging a hole
larger than the post to be set and then tamping the loose
soil ar vmd the post was demonstrated on the Tri-county
Project (2) along the Union Pacific Railroad right-of-way
In Nebraska. The following is an account of the experiment:
"The usual method of setting and tamping posts In dug
holes was discarded in setting 17,000 creosoted posts along
the Union Pacific Bailroad right-of-way in Hebiaska recently,
when it was found tlA 3-lz^h diameter rotxod posts cotild be
tfmrpened and driven 2.5 feet deep in the average soils of
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that region In about two minutes by one man equipped with a
37 lb. driver. The driver was designed for this particular
piirpose, and specifications covering the Installation of the
posts were based on tests made last year under the super
vision of engineers from the railroad and the Central
Nebraska Public Power and Irrigation District^ In which these
posts are located. The posts were not dazoaged by the driving
and were sore firmly fixed in the ground by this method than
by the usual method of digging and tamping in place* Five
2-^n drivers were usedy and the posts were set rapidly and
satisfactorily,
"The posts were lodgepole pine, pointed at ti.e treating
plant with an electric inotor-driven sharpener, and then given
an empty-cell treatment with a final retention of 6 lbs. of
Grade One creosote per cubic foot of wood. The specifications
contained the following provisions*
"Line Posts. - Shall be 3-inch diameter, minlffium allowed
2 1/2 Inclj length 6 feet, 6 Inches $ the small diameter end to
be pointed before treatment for drlvjng, taper point to be 6 to
8 Inches In length.
••Comer Posts - Shall be 5 1/2 inch diameter, Einimum
allowed 5 inch; lengtl. 8 feet.
"Corner Brace Posts and Intermediate Brace Posts - Shall
be 5 1/2 inch diameter, mlnimuia allowed 5 inch; length 6 feet^
6 Inches.
"All comer and brace posts and intermediate brace posts
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sball be foTsaed for braces before treatment and slmll be
notched 1 inch deep for brsces; top of horizontal braces
shall be 7 inches below top of posts; braces shall be 4 1/2
inch diameter, minimuiB allowed 4 inch«
"All line posts ifiust be dr3ven» Corner posts and brace
posts may be furnished without pointing and may be set by hand,
or they may be pointed before treatment with a taper 8 to 10
inches long and driven. Corner posts and brace posts
pointed for driving must not be set by hand...."
Giese (4) makec the follovring statement regai-ding line
posts t
"Vood posts should be set six inches deeper in the
ground than required for steel posts under ordinary coll
conditions* Steel posts, if not used exclusively, may be
alternet->d with the wood posts to advantage* Used in this
manner, the steel posts are usually placed on the opposite
side of the fence froM the wood posts• The steel posts
reduce the labor req ired for setting the posts and, because
of the grounding effect on the fence, reduce the danger of
lightning damage to livestock.
••F^ces supported by wood posts only should be grounded
at 8 or 9 rod intervals by the use of short lengths of steel
posts tightly attached to the fence and set deeply enough
to reach permanent riolsture.**
In a bulletin published for use by farmers, Kelley (8)
gives the following informstion*
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"2he size of wood poets varies considerably with the
strength and durability of the species used. Line posts of
Osage-orange are sometiBos as siaall as 2 1/2 inches in diameter.
With other wood line posts are coHirr.only 4, 5$ or 6 inches, and
corner posts and gateposts 8 to 12 ranches in diameter. The
least dimension for split posts is usually not less than
5 inches. Large posts usually last longer than smaller ;osts
of the same vood.
''Posts usu&lly are set 2 1/2 feet in the ground and extend
about 6 inches above the top wire* The over-all length, of
course, depends on the height of the fence but is generally
7, 7 1/2 or 8 feet for line posts, wi ile gateposts and brace
posts are of sufficient length to rreet the service required."
In general, due to the development of preserving methods,
the tendency has been to reduce the size of the coiimercial
wood post. However, definite design data for these posts are
still lacking.
-2C-
wmimmkii
laboratory Tests
Introduction
One of the Tiiajor reasons for the lack of adequate fences
on the farms of ^inierlca today 1b the necessrr:' lahor involved
in the proper construction of these fences. An important
attempt to reduce the labor of setting line posts has "been
made with the introducti'm of the steel post. Since there
are thousaiids of steel posts in use this u^y be considered
an indication of their success. ?he fact that a treated vood
post of equal or greater strength may be purchased morm
cheaply than a steel poet has led to investigations of pos-
slble methods for reducing the labor Involved in setting the
wood post*
Because the season was entirely unsuitable for field
work, an effort was made to conduct soise laboratory tests
which might serve as a guide to field tests# Too, it was
felt that certain variables wi ich occur in field operations
could be eliminated in the laboratory tests*
innB objects of th^ Isboratory t^sts as fol'lowss
(1) To check the equipment sh'ch iiad been built for
seeuring data in field tests*
(2} To e<^pare steel ax^ ^oo^ p^ts*
(3) To study the failure of sodel eonstructions*
(4) To CiQ»prre various points on vood posts^
Dap , Two Items of Interest In testing a post
for stability are deflection and loed increment* Loads are
relatlv^-ly eaelly secured by use of dynai:iOii:eter readings or
by teown dead velght applications on tlie 11 line, but
Eoasiiring deflec'.a n at a nunber of polnte slEultanootisly
presents a proMem. It Is f'^lt tii.-;.! five points are necessary
to give a trae picture of vhat happens as a post is rolled
over, since cokg bending wiij. occur# The first of these
points is located at the grouxid surface, and the remaining
four points arc spaced at tme foot Intervale above the
surface* The top and bottom points «111 shon deflections of
the post boing tested^ and the Intenaedlate points vllX shov
an>' bending which rdght oceux*
Another isiportant item to bo cor.sldered in taking data
is the title involved. Mnae it Is necessary to casiplete as
i5i£.ny tests a£ possible In the shortest tine posslblei a
-22-
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method for recording data quickly Is almost essential* In &n
effort to solve the problem of recording data quickly a device
known as a deflectometer, shown I'n Figure 1, has been designed
and constructed*
The framework of the deflectometer is constructed of
1" X 1" X 1/8** angle iron fabricated with 3/16" siacblne bolts
to permit changes to he made easily*
The recording board is made of foiar-ply plywood treated
with dark oak stain, and Is eo nted on two round pin hinges
to permit wovement in a vertical direction and also to alloir
the board to swing horizontally. This board Is held in place
during a test by a smaJl latch on the fraine. The vertical
movement is utilized to make vertical interrvptlone In the
horizontal progress of each recording pencil, and is obtained
by a manually operated lever arrangement# These vertical
interruptions represent load increments• The 1orlzontal
movement of the board permits changing of pencil leads and
data sheets*
All data sheets are carefully hand punched to register
on two round pins fastened to the recording board, and ar«
also clai!iped tinder a bar to prevent anj possible movement
during a teit.
Carefully filed notches in the frame exactly one inch
apart ^ old the pencil bars in place# S3nce the bars are
rectangular, they can slide horizontally but caunot twist or
move vertically# The pencil bars are made of 1/4" x 1/8"
Plg» !• Dofloctometsr.
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cold rolled steel, and the lead holders vere obtaiiied by
removJLng the points from five autopolnt pencils, and solder*
Ing these points into holes drilled in the bars# Autopolnt
pencil points are made in such a way that the lead must be
forced through the point due to a clamping action at the
extreme end of the point. While this was an imdeslrable ^
feature, an examination of other types of i;.echanlcal pencils
showed that the leads were not held firmly enough by the points#
The clairplng action was eliiainated by drilling through the
points with a very small drill» and enough material was removed
from each point to allow a lead to fit quite snugly , but still
move freely* By means of special plxmgers and sxoall rubber bands
the leads are forced against the recording board* A small brass
binding post on the end of each pencil bar permits Individual
setting of each pencil to any position on the recording page*
Five small diameter piano wires, because of t^.eir
extreme flexibility and high tensll^ strength, transmit the
deflections of the points on the post being tested from the
follov rods to the pencil bars* These wires are mounted on
small brass pulleys to produce changes of direction, and each
wire has a two-pound weight fastened on one end, the other end
being attached to a 1/4" cold rolled follow rod* The
weights were made by cutting equal lengths from a I** cold
rolled steel rod, and they not only keep equal tension on
each wire, but they also provide the necessary- force for
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ptilllng the pencil across the recording sh^ret and keeping
the follow rod against a nail driven into the j)ost.
The follow rode are spaced 12 inches apart and each on«
is supported at two points. The ^d of each follow rod>
which rests against a nail driven in the post, is hent in a
vertical direction to permit vertical movement of the post
without influencing the recording of the horizontal deflection*
There is no fastening "between the post being tested and
the deflectometer* Tiiis an isiportrint feature because
in case a post should break auring a ti^st, the deflectoraoter
will not be dauir ged» The follow rods and pencil bar; are of
such length to permit the aiaxlBraia recording of 10 inches of
deflection for any one of the five points. The data sheets
are placed on the recording board upside do^j the poason
for this being that the pencil which records the deflection
of the point 4- feet above the proiand is located at the
bott(an of th® recording board. Therefore, when the sheets
are removed from the board snd turned right side up, the
deflection of the highest point on t)ie post appears at the
top of the sheet and reads frosj left to right. The reniaining
four deflections occupy relative positions below ti.is top
one. A special bolt attached to each leg of the deflectoideter
and resting against a small steel plate on the ground provides
adjustment of the Instrument for soall irragularitles In
the ground surfaea.
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Thus, the deflectometer slBmltaneously records, hy
actual measurementj the deflections of five separate points
on a post. In addition, the deflectometer records load
increments which cause corresponding deflections# loo, the
distances between the lines of deflections are recorded on
the sheet to the scale of 1 inch equals 12 inchesj therefore,
a line drawn through corresponding load increments will represent,
to scale, the true posit.lon of the post as it was tested.
By a continuation of the line thus obtained, the point, or
series of points, below the surface of ground about which a
post rotates as it is overturned, can be quite accurately
determined.
In general, a test load may be placed on a
structural nieiaber in two ways. First, a load may be de
veloped by a combination of levers. Jacks, or some mechanical
combinationj and second, a load may be produced by actually
applying weight to the niember. In the first case, some
method or instnanent inust be had which will accurately
measure the load, while in the second case the load will be
equal to the weight applied. After considering the pos
sibilities of both methods, it was decided that the simplest
and most effective method would be to develop a dead weight
dynamometer. ^
The dynamometer ^consists of a fr? me supporting a pulley
wheel moxinted on double ball bearings, a v/eight basket, a
-27-
rope attachment between the dynamometer and th© poet to be
tested, and a nimfcer of weights. This dynamoineter is de
signed to safely withstand a lOOO-pound load on the weight
basket, and it is so constructed that the resultant of the
vertical and horizontal forces, produced in the rope by the
weights, Is transmitted throught the single front leg, and onto
a bearing plate which re^ts on the ground# A piece of sharpened
1" X 1* X 1/8*' angle iron about six inches long welded to the
bearing plate prevents any forward slipping of the device* ^
Black iron pipe was used in the construction of the
frame, the frontt leg beinr 1-inch diameter and the two rear
legs are 1/2-inch dianieter pipe. A brass pxilley wheel,
mounted on double ball bearings, serves to transmit the
vertical load from the weights to a horizontal force on the
post being tested#
A weight basket was constructed of angle iron in such a
aaanner that rectangular weights could be placed on It in
layers* Bach layer contains a maximum of eight weights*
Lead, because of the ease with which it can be cast,
and because of its density, v&a utilized in making the
weights. One thousand pounds of lead were purchased In
ICO-pound ingots, and this was cast into 10 and 20-poiind
rectangular weights. The lead was melted in a trough con
structed by welding two plates on the ends of a piece of
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8-lnch steel pipe which had li^een cut in half in a longi
tudinal direction. This trough was set directly over a forge
fire and ^as of sufficient cap-^city to hold 2CX) pounds of
molten lead*
Casting the weights presented no serious problems. Figure
2 shows the melting trough, ladle, and weight form* Angle
iron, 2-1/2** x 2-1/2" x 3/16"f was used in making the sides
of the form, and a piece of 3/16** flat steel plate was
used for the hottoni* The sides were welded together, and the
bottom was held in place by two large clamps when the molten
lead was poured. No special effort was made to tape the
form, and no difficiilties were encountered in removing the
weights from the form. By filling the form full, a 20-pound
weight was cast, and by filling form half-full, a 10-pound
weight was formed. All weights were checked on a scale
Immediately after casting to be sure they were slightly over-
we-^ght. By drilling 1-inch holes in the t^eight, any excess
weight was removed, giving the exact weight desired. A
picture of the form, prepatory to casting, weight, and some
completed weights is si ov^n in Figure 3.
Post driver. One piece of equipment which did not need
to be built is the post driver* This driver was built by
Strong (13)f but was used to drive only two posts. The idea
Involved in the design of this driver was to suspend a weight
a certain distance above the port being driven and allow the
weight to drop, thus driving thepost into the ground* This
-29-
typB of arrangement n«cessitated a trip which woxild cause the
weight to fall the same distance each ti^e It was tripped^
regardless of how deep the post might have been driven by
previous blows from the weight* Preliminary tests were aaade
with weights and sledge hammers to determine how heavy the
weight should be made* It was decided th- t a 70-pound
weight dropped 18 inches was comparable to an average 6 or
8-pound sledge blow*
The weight ccr^sists of a 6-inch pipe about 12 inches
long with a square plate welded on the bottom 6uad filled with
lead to give a total weight of-^iearly 8C-pounds. This m'eight
is guided by two sleeves fitting over two of the four ver
tical pipes which serve as a framework for the driver* the
weight was raised by a drum and crank arrangement, and
tripped by means of a lever arrangement, which was attached
to the poEt being driven.
This driver was used to drive two posts, and the follow
ing troubles were encountered!
(1) The weight did not drop smoothly; neither did it
lift smoothly.
(2) The trip did not work satisfactorily- because too
much force was reqiiired to operate It*
(3) The drum was too large and the crank too small*
It was difficult for one man to lift the weight*
(4) The trip did not raise or lower fr«ely*
(5) The wire rope tised to raise the weight had a
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tendency to jufflp off the pulley at the top of the
driver^ ten feet above the groimd line*
Upon redesigning the driver the following changes and
additions wore made:
(1) Tlie pulley at the top of the driver was fitted with
a cage, preventing any possibility of the pull line
coming off#
(2) The original trip was discarded. The nev; trip con
sists of a hook, v:elded flnnly to the weight; a
ball bearing, mounted on a shaft between two short
pieces of strap iron; and a lever arrangwnent
fastened to the hook to push the bearing off the
hook» The two pieces of strap iron holding the
bearing are suspended freely on the end of a 1/4*
rope Wiilch serves as a pull line. In lifting the
weiglit, the bearing is placed in a small recess
in the hook. To trip the v/elght, a lever arrange-
Eient with a mechtinical advantage of about 8:1
pushes against the strap irons holding the bearing^
causing the bearing to roll out of its seat. Once
the bearing Is moved, it leaves the hook, allowing
the weight to drop. A tote^ of less than two
pounds will trip the weight. A small bead chain,
because of its flexibility, serves as the connection
between the post and the trip lever. By stapling
-31-
the end of the chain to the post, the weight is
caused to fall exactly the same distance each
time it is tripped.
(3) A 1/4" manila rope is tised in place of the original
steel cable.
(4) A 2-1/2" driim with a 10" crank was attached. The
weight is easily lifted with one hand in less than
four revolutions*
(5) A ratchet was oounted on the drum to permit the
weight to be held at any height.
(6) The sleeves guiding the weight were reamed l/S"
larger. The weight moves extrenely freely, andit
is unnecessary to grease the guides#
roll^ box, and rlgitform. Even thoi;gh results obtained
in laboratory tests are sometimes nr.t accepted to be as
reliable as field tests^ this type of testing is very often
valuable in determining procedures for field operations and
also provides a laethod for controlling certain variables
more closely than they might be controlled in field testing.
Tfotil such time when the weather vould permit field tests9
it was felt much could be learned froir laboratory testing*
The laboratory testing was conducted in a soil box surrounded
by a platform designed to support the testing equipment.
The box was constriicted of 2" x 8** lumber, and was three
feet long, two feet v/ide, and three feet deep. One end of
the box v/as constructed so that the end boards could be
-32-
slipped In or out between cleats which were nailed to the
sides of the box# This was to facllitste in loading and un-
loarling soil frorn the box*
Surroimding the box was a platform ccnstructed of 2-lneh
Itmber, the top being the saae height as the top of the box.
The platform was constructed 11 feet long and five feet vide,
giving ample roo@ for the defleetcnaeter, driver, and dynamcaneter
to be set on it»
When selecting the soil for the box, the following things
were kept in n'ndi
(1) That the roil should be friable enough to p:^event
excess clodding vrhen air-dried.
(2) Thr.t the soil should pack or tr^.mp firmly when
moistened.
(3) Thcit the soil sh uld be uniform with reference to
particle slze-H3o gravd.or excessive collodlal
content.
After considerable searching, a soil used in making a
fill on one of the Sng:^neering Experiiaent Station plots
north of the Iowa Ptate Coll'/ge campus was selected. A sr.iall
sample of this soil was broi^^^ht into the laboratory and allowed
to air-dry. Observation indicated that It had a tendency
to be quite lo-^se and friable. Since the soli sample
showed It v;ould not clod upon drying, the next step was to
determine the behavior of the gample when siolstened* A
-33-
portlon of the SMple was put Into a pan and enough moisture
added to cause the soil to hang together when placed in the
hand and squeezed* This portion of the sample vas then
veighed, dried on an electric hotplate, and reveighed to de-
temine the moisture content. Several trials were made in
tv is nsanner to see how accurately the same percentage of
moisture could be obtained by visual inspection. The results
indicated that a moisture content of 12 per cent, based on dry
weight, seemed to give the best working qiialities to the soil.
Figure 6 shows a particle size accumulation curve for
this soil determined from the rethod outlined by Hogentogler
(6)» This met- od consists of a mechanical sieving of the
soil combined with a hydrometer ar^lysis* The equipment u^ed
In the hydrometer analysis was developed recently by Doctor
6* J. Bouyoucos, and the theory upon which the analysis is
made is based upon the speed of settling of particles which
are suspended in water* Other properties which were determiived
for the soil used in the laboratorj^ tests arei
Hygroscopic moisture content 2*2556
Plastic limit 15*53/^
Liquid liirit 23.20jg
Plastic index
Using the properties of the soil as determined by the
laboratory tests, and referring to the textural-classlfication
chart as given by Hogentogler (6), the soil may be classified
as sandy loam* Hogentogler (6) makes this statement about a
-34-
sandy loam goils
*A sandy loam is a soil containing much sand tmt having
enough silt and clay to make it somewhat coherent. The
individual sand grains can readily be seen and felt. Squeezed
when dry, it will fona a cast which will readily fs.ll apart; if
squeezed when moist, a cast can be foriaed widch will bear
careful handling without bresking."
Pene tro^ieter. In order to have a control over the degree
of conipactneES of the soil ueed In the laboratory box, an
instruiT^ent known as a Rototiller Soil Penetrometer was used*
This penetrometer was designed by Stone and Williaias (12)
and was used by iScKibben and Hull (10) in a study of wheel
loads and rolling resistance*
The penetrometer consists of a 1 l/4--inch metal tube,
55 inches long, with a ten inch square taetel base welded on
one end, The base 1ms a hole drilled ii. it so there is an
unobstructed opening from one end of the tube to the other.
By placing the tube on the soil to be tested, dropping a
conical pw3nt down the tube into the soil, and reading the
depth of eisbedipent of the point, a relative degree of
pactness can be deteREined for the loII* The conical point
ranges in size from a small blunt point at the lower end to
1-1/8 inches in diameter at the other end. It is 22 inches
long, weighs three pounds and three ounces, and has gradua
tions at one inch intervals to facilitate in reading depths
of embedment.
-35-
A picture of the laboratory equipment prior to filling
the box with soli is shown In Figure 4,
Specimens used
Wood posts- Five pressure treated wood posts 3-1/4
Inches In diameter were used In the laboratory tests. Conical
points were put on these posts by placing one end of a post
In the chuck of a machine lathe and supporting the post about
16 Inches from the other end with a center rest. The points
had the following lengths! twelve, eight, six, four, and two
Inches, the length being measured on the length of the post
and not on the slant height of the cone« These five polfiits
are shown in Figure 5»
Steel posts- Since there are a large number of both
wood and steel posts in use^ It was felt a comparison should
be made between steel and wood posts* Four different de
signs of steel posts were selected as >epresentative of the
steel posts av&llable at this time* These ports are shown
In Figure 7« It should be noted that in every case there is
a plate of some de.^lgn attached to the post. Further, it is
interesting to note that In every case the top of the plate
Is veri near a point 18 Inches from the bottom of the post.
Model end constructior;^- A general practice jEn fence
construction is to place the load, due to tension in the
fence wire, on the end post of an end arrangement* Thus, in
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generalj the main portion of the load must be distributed to
the soil through compression members. Theoretlca.lly, if the
load were placed m the frnt post of an arrangement instead
of on the end post, the arrangement might conceivably with
stand more load since the tendency for it to buckle when In
compression would be eliminated* Since end arrangements are
statically indeterminate» perhaps the best way to analyze
their behavior is by testing.
Three models were constructed to be used in the labora
tory' boz. The models were made of steel rod and bead chain.
All joints not hinged were welded together, and provisions
were rrade to load any of the three vertical posts. The
models were made to the scale one inch equals eight inches,
making them 24 Inches long and 11-1/4 inches high when
assembled. These models are shown in Figwes 8, 9 10*
Methods of nrocedura
Method of moistening soil* After considerable manipula
tion of the soil used in the laboratosr^ box, it was found the
best way to add moisture to the soil was to punch several holes
in the soil when It was coijipacted In the box* These holes
were made with a 1/4—inch diameter length of pipe, and
were made vertically* Vsater was poured into these holes and
allowed to remain overnight* The holes were made different
depths to distribute the moisture as evenly as possible,
it vas found the moisture content could be controlled very
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closely by thjs method. The suaotuat of water to he added
was determined by visual inspection and moisture detenrlna-
tlons, Atterpts to add moisture to the soil when In a pile
on the floor resulted in small halls of wet soil and large
quantities of dryer soil. The soil was left in the box and
covered with damp burlap when not in use, and under these
conditions it was not necessary to add moisture more than
twice weekly, even when the soil was used dally.
Method of tamring soil. The so^l was placed in the box
in layers eight Inches deep. Each layer was tamped with a
small concrete tamper welglilng 14 pounds, and the degree of
comi>actne5S was maintained by a reading of four Inches with
the penetrometer. The operator had little difficulty in
maintaining a consts^nt degree of compactness after a slight
amount of experience.
it'ethod of settlne and nulling posts. The 3-1/4 Inch
wood posts were driven in the laboratory- box with the post
driver. Ifeta were taken In order to deterniine the relative
merits of each different point. The steel posts were driven,
but no data were recorded since they drove very easily. Each
of the steel posts was tested with and without the plate
attached to determine the value of the plate. All wood posts
were set at a depth of 24 inches and the force for overturning
was applied at a point four feet ttiree inches above the groiind
line. Loads were recorded in 10-pound Increments, and the
time interval each load increment occupied was held as nearly
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constant as possible. This time interval was about eight
seconds. Each time a post was tested the soil was taken from
the box and retamped for the next test. Figures 11 and 12
show typical laboratory tests of a wood and a steel post
respectively.
Method of setting and pulling model end arrangements,
tests were conducted with the model end arrangemect s by
pressing the vertical posts into the soil and applying equal
loads at the ground line and at a poiiit six inches above the
ground line. The loads were applied by means of a speeial
boom built on the platform. A rope was passed through a
pulley and the two ends passed over two pulleys in the boom
and attached to the two points or the poit of the end arrange
ment. The weight basket from the dynamor.eter was attached to
the free pulley and lead weights placed r:n the basket to
produce the load. Any weight in the basket was thus divided
equally between the top and the bottom of the post* A model
end arrangement Just before testing is shown In Figure 13.
Sufficient loads were applied to each arrangement to cause
complete rupture of the soil.
Results of laboratory te:ts.
Wood posts. Data taken from 30 tests using five dif
ferent posts, each 3-1/^ inches in diameter, and having anical
points of twelve, eight, six, four and tv/o Inches in length
gave these resultst
-42-
(1) Xh© nmBber of 10-inch blows from the 85-poun<i
weight of the driver n©cesser> to set a 3-1/4-
inch post 24 Inches deep varied as follows J
^ength point ^Timber of blows.
12" 20
8« 24
6" 36
4" 3^
2« 36
(2) The loads necessary to produce ten inches deflec
tion at a point four feet above the surface of the
ground varied as follows for 24 Inches depth of
sett
Conical t>olnt
12" 103#
8« 12c*
6« 1451'
4» 115#
2" 130#
(3) The point, or series of points, beneath the ground
surface about which the posts rotated were re
corded as follows for 24 inches depth of set:
Conical point pist^iR,9ft
12" 10" to 11"
8" 12" to 13''
6" 13" to 14-1/2"
^3-
13" to 14-1/2"
2" 13-1/4" to 14"
Steel P05t^> As was stated before, the steel posts were
tested both with and without the plates attached to detenaln©
the weight per unit length of post, and also to determine the
length of post represented by the weight of each plate* The
results were as followst
t }
sWt. post:
Post:& plate sWt. post
no. i{ounces)j(ounces)
2 s :Length
sLength sPost tpost in
Wt. plate:post :wt«/inch:plate
(oimces):(inches) t(ounces):(inches)
1 : 122 i 110
2 « 145 i 131
3 1 149 1 133
4 I 1^2 8 l^q
12 : 72 : 1.53 s 7.84
14 : 72 : 1.82 : 7.69
16 s 72 : 1.85 : 8.64
1^ : 72 » 1.9^ : 6.7^
Notei Post ninnbers refer to Figure ?•
The results of the tests conducted v?lth the steel posts
are as followss
Post no.
Depth set (
?i?ith Dlate
.inches) sWeight necessary for lO**
Ko nlateideflectrlon Cnounds)
1 18
» 60
18 } 40
24 I 90
2
' 18 ' » 50
18 I 40
24 1 80
3
18 t 60
18 t 40
24 : 70
4
l8 1 60
24 : 70
Note: Post numbers refer to Figure 7#
S^odel end arrangei.^ents. Three model end arr-ngeiaents
were tested to see whether loading the front or center post
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of a two span arrangement would produce different load
characteristics than wotild be obtained by loadlq^the end
posts* The resTilts of these te^ts are as followst
Arrangement Ho. Rupture load
1 (Figure 8) 70# to ICX^
2 (Figure 9) 70# to ICO#
3 (Figure 10) 130# to 140#
Conclusions
Conclusions based upon data and observations compiled
during the laboratory tests are presented belowi
(1) While there is apparently little difference in the
number of blows necessary to drive a post with a
two, four or six Inch point, it has been observed
in driving the posts with the tr/o and fotir Inch
points that holes larger than the diameter of the
post were formed. TMs was riot true for any other
point tested.
(2) Tliere is little difference between the points of
rotation below the surface of the ground of the
posts with two, four or six Inch points# In any
one test the points move from the upper limit to
the lower limit.
(3) The most stable wood post after driving and before
loading is the post v;lth the 12-inch point, and the
-45-
least stable la the post with the two Inch point.
(4) Fteel posts display excellent driving qualities.
(5) The loriger post without a hearing plate can be set
Bore easily tlian a post with the "bearing plate-
(6) The bearlrg plates tested will increase the sta
bility of the post, but not so rmxch ^ when the
post Is lengtlened by the amount of material in
the bearing plate and set deeper.
(7) In loading the end arrang«nent, Model Ho. 1
(Figure 8), with the load applied to the end post,
the arrangement failed suddenly due to buckling
at the center post.
(8) Little difference in the rupture load could be
detected between loading Model No» 1 at the center
and front posts and loading the end post. The
arr&ngement failed as a unit and v/as gradually
pulled out of the ground when loading the front
and center posts.
(9) The vertical loads necessary to produce rupture
with this arrangement varied from 70# to IOC#
and this variation occurred in such an erratic
manner as to discourage any def*'nlte concluBlonfl
as to cosiparatlve rupture loads.
(10) These tests indicate no advantage in loading the
front or center posts of Model No. 1 because
-46-
failure occurred gradually, while in loading the
end post the failure occurred suddenly.
(11) Model Ko» 2 (Figure 9) was constructed to ijidicate
the co'i.'ppeasion and tension members In Model Ko« !•
Upon testing, it was found that the horizontal and
diagonal memhers in the front span and the diagonal
meraher in the rear span were tension members. The
horizontal member in the rear span was a compressive
member.
(12) Model Ko. 3 (Figure 10) required loads between I30#
and 140# to produce rapture when the loads were
applied to the center post. If the soil conditions
were nearly the same in all tests, this arrangement
displays the best load resisting qualities of any
of those tested* Model No. 3 failed gradually and
as a unit.
(13)Any tests conducted in the laboratory shov.ld be
repeated imder field conditions.
Stamr^arv
Laboratory tests are very valuable in determining fieH
procedures and for tf-sting equipment when weather ccndltiona
will not permit field tests. The quipment used in these
tests consisted of a deflectcMneter, post driver, dynamometer,
penetrometer, soil, box and a platform. Tests were ccndiEted
using wood posts, steel posts, and model end arrangements.
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All data taken In these tests have been regarded as helpful
in planning field tests but have not been regarded as a
sufficient basis for definite conclusions applying to field
Conditjons*
Field Tests
at;r,oduc^;j^,9B
One method of analysis for certain types of problems is
to secure data from experimental tests upon which to base
theories and conclusions. This method of analysis seems most
appropriate in the determination of the effect of diameter
and depth of set upon the overturning resistance of wood
posts. The reason for this Is because from an engineering
standpoint, soil is not as structurally determinate as other
engi? eerlng materials such as wood, steel, or concrete. The
true importance of soil as a structural material hss until
recently been overlooked, and as yet, due to themany varia
tions encountered in soils, the exact results which will
occiir under given soil conditions are difficult to predict#
For this reason, field tests have been made in an effort to
determine some of the specific relations between a wood post
and the soil in which it Is set.
Oblects of tests
Field tests were conducted to obtain data upon which to
.49-
base conclusions relative to the effect of diameter and depth
of set upon the overturning resistance of wood fence posts ^
to investigate the possibilities of driving line fence posts,
and to compare th« driflng qualities of different types of
points on wood posts. Posts not driven were carefully set
in undisturbed soil by digging accurate size holes*
Eaulpinent and speelmepis used
Au^erp* One of the main factors in erecting a line
fence Is the labor Involved in setting the posts. In an
attempt to reduce this labor v-any Ideas have been carried
outj and at the present time one may buy a variety of post
hole diggers and augers* A recent survey, however, shewed
that no augers or diggers could be purchased which would
make holes in the ground between two and four inches in
diameter* In this etudy the range in diameter of the posts
used 1e between two and one-half and four Inches*
In general, fence posts are set Iij the ground In one of
three ways. An excess of soil may be removed in preparing
the holes and a portion or all of the soil replaced arcfund
the posts with a temping bar; posts F.ay be driven in the soil;
or a hole may be made In the soil to an exact size such that
the post will fit snugly when placed in It. Since one of the
main factors which might be expected to influence the sta
bility of a post Is the density or coripactness of the soil
in which it is set, and since it would be difficult to
-50-
raaintaln a constant density in the soil around a post if the
soil were distiirbed^ the met} od of setting posts by digging
a hole larger tiian the post was discarded In these tests*
Driving the test posts was coi.sldered, hut again, it would
he difficult to maintain the same soil density and also the
effect of the shape or size of a point on the stability of
the post is not known. Therefore, it was decided thct the
bdst method for setting the test posts to obtain dbta relative
to the effect of diameter and depth of set upon the over
turning resistance of the posts would be to make the holes the
same diameters as the posts to be tested in them.
As has been stated, an effort to purchase a tool or
group of tools for digging these holes proved fruitless}
making it necessary to construct soil augers w: Ich would
give the results desired* The method used in the construction
of these axigers, shown in Figure 14, was to cut discs from
1/8-inch sheet metal the desired diameter of the hole
to be dug» One inch holes were drilled lii the centers of the
discs and a cut was Biade on one radius of each disc. These
discs for each auger were then opened and \7elded together
at the cuts to form a right hand spiral. This spiral was
then welded on one end of a piece of 1/2-inch black iron pipe
three feet long. A si ort piece of 1/2-lnch pipe welded to
the other end serves as lever arjns for turning the auger in
the soil. A portion of a one inch wood drill bit welded to
the and of the pipe on wl Ich the spiral was welded serves
-51-
as a guide and point for the spire!•
Upon trial it wee found that for each auger the pitch
of tht? first dl£c, the "biting** part of the auper, should be
much less than the pitch of the remaining discs. The reason
for this Is BO the soil will actmlly be loosened and lifted
when the auger is twisted into It. The pitch given the first
disc was tfbout 1/2-lnch and for the remaining discsf between
one and one-half and two Inches depending upon the diameter
of the discs. A spiral approximately eight Inches In length
is a practical liKiit due to the friction involved in pulling
the auger from a hole.
The spiral is filled with soil by twisting and pressing
downward slightly. In some soils pressure Is not necessary
after the first four inches of depth is reached. The auger
Bffiist be pulled and cleaned as soon ae the spiral is full of
soil, otherwise the hole will be "scrubbed" oversize and
difficulty encountered when attempts are made to remove the
auger from the hole. Thus, in digging a hole 30 Inches dttep^
four or five removals of the auger would be necessery, and
the entire operation would require fron five to ten minutes
under ordinary conditions. Augers were constructed to dig
holes two and one-half, three, three and one-half, and four
Inches in diameter.
eauiiaffient. In addition to the augers, the
equipment used for testing the posts during the field tests
was the same as was used for the laboi^tory tests, with the
-5a-
•xceptlon of coturse, of the sRll boxj -and p.latfomu Briefly^
tii® •QUi^ent use-l In the flfild tastr cor.slstsd of the follow
ing t augerfi, ;-0.3t driver| dsflectoir.etsr, d^nsticor.eter, and
pvnstroB^eter*
j^pftc^gnfl The woo^ posts ttsed In th« field tests
ven prepared by Strwig (13) and vcre tiimed to a constaixt
diameter In a lathe* The diameters etkosen for these
tests were two a»d one«faftlf» thr e* three and one^tolfy and
four Inches I and the lengths of the posts varied from nix
feet six Inchec to eight feet. The t=-6t postn vere m'e from
treated, heertwocd ; 5ne, In sddltli^iv, for the driving tests^,
the five • osvs used In the laVor^tory tests (Fln^re 5) were
used In the flold. Hef<»rrlni^ to Flrnre 7j -the steel posts
nw.bered 1 and 3 wev® ue^id 5n tho f5©ld terts-
since soils -differ so widely, consli^erable attention
•cast he given to the type of soli and tim eondltl<ms of the
soil In which tests are c-r^ueted* The plot used for the
field tests Is located on the losa ttate College grotnde just
north of the Agrlctiltursl Briglneerlng tmildlng* Th^s plot
Is the ssjre one used for prevtou? testing by Tiasen (5) and
Strong (13) In their investigations of end and comer construct
ions.
The test plot consists of a clay loam layer of soil to
a depth of about 29 Inches* Below this a Istyw of yellow
-53-
clay was found, and at a depth of 34- to 36 Inches a gravelly^
candy, clay was encountered* Since the major portion of the
testing was conducted in the layer of clay loam, a laboratory
analysis of this soil was made. The sample for this analysis
was taken at a depth of six inches, and the particle size
accuEiulation curve is shown in Figure 6* Other properties of
the soil determined in this analysis are as follows:
Hygroscopic moisture content 7«805i
Liquid limit 52.755^
Plastic limit 31*87Jt
Plastic index 20.88
TTsing the properties Of the soil as determined by th«
laboratory tests, and referring to the textural-classiflcation
chart as given by Hogentogler (6), the soil may be
classified as clay loam. Hogentogler (C) makes this statement
about this type of soil.
"A clay loam is a fine-textured soil which breaks into
clods or lumps which are hard when dry. When the moist soil
Is pinched between the thumb and finger It will form a thin
ribbon which will break readily, barely sustaining Its own
weight. The moist soli is plastic and will form a cast whieh
will bear tnuch handling. V/hen kneaded in the har^ It does
not crxmble readily but tends to work into a heavy, ctxnpact
mass."
The test plot was desired of all vegetation and stakes
-54.
W6T« set in rovs five feet apart, with the stakes five feet
apart in each row« Enough ground was cleared to allow the
setting of 120 stakes In this laanner. Later^ stakes were set
between those already set, making a total of 240 stakes on
I
the plot. Each stake represented a spot for testing a post.
The test plot and a nuiaber of wood and steel posts ready for
testing are shown in Figure 15*
Method of procedure
Setting posts^ All holes for the test posts were pre
pared with the augers described above. Care was zeroised to
prepare each hole In the same mazmer^ eind the holes were not
allowed to djry out before being uted.
DrlYxne nosts. Due to limited time, only 15 driving
tests v/ere made. The posts were driven with the post driver
as shown In Figures 16, 17 and 18^ Figures 16 and 17 siow a
three and one-quarter inch post being driven, and Figure 18
shows the method for deterr.lnlng the depth which the post has
been driven# The platform shown in these pictures Is to
facilitate fastening the trip arrangement when the driving
is first begun. The steel posts were set with this driver^
but no driving data were recorded for them.
Testing posts. The method used in testing the posts
was much the same as th: t outlined for the laboratory tests.
Little difflc^^lty was encountered in placing the deflectometer
in position, since the ground v/as ver^ nearly level. As in
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the laboratory tests, the increment of tiise "between Increnerts
of loads is a factor which must be considered. In these tests
a period of eight t© ten seconds was allowed "between load
IncpeiBents# At the beginning of a test this Is more than
sxifflclent time for the post to c<»Ge to a stationary positicm*
As the load Increases, however, ten seconds is not long
enough for the post to COTie to a complete rest# All loads
were placed on the posts at a distance of 50 inches above tl»
surface of the gro\md,
A data sheet used on the deflectometer is shown in
Figures 19 and 20. Figure 19 sl.ows the sheet Just after it is
removed from the deflectometer and Figure 20 shov/s the
relative positions of the port as determined by deflection
and load tncremert While the deflections recorded ar«
actual size, it should be noted that the spacing between Vam
lines of deflection on the sheet represents, to scale, the
spacing of the points on the post at which the deflections
were recorded. The points of rotation of the post below the
surface of the groiond are shown in Figure 20, and this dis
tance is determined hy measuring on the sh-et#
Soil moisture determinations were recorded daily, and
the samples for these determinations were obtained at a dtfpth
of 16 inches belov/ the surface of the ground# The determina
tions were made in the soils laboratory of the Engineering
Experiment Station. During the testing period, the soil
-57-
moisture varied from 26.7/S to 3^%* This variation was not
entirely constant from one limit to the other due to inter
mittent rainfall.
Schedule of testp
Posts set iii accurately bored holes* Several preliminary
tests were made before a schedule was established* At firsts
only four posts were used* These posts were t^o and cne-half
three, three and one-half^ and four inches in diameter.
One series consisted of setting one of these posts four
times at each of the depths desired. Thus, if a poit was to
be tested at four different depths, a series of tests for one
day woiild include sixteen separate tests. About twenty te;^ts
were found practical for two men to complete in a day* The
schedule outlined above had the disadvantage of rx)t comparing
different diameter posts in the same series* For this reason,
a second schedule was tried and adopted* Enough poets of
the same diameter were lObtalned to have one post for each
depth of set. These posts were all set at one ti»e, and then
the testing was done. TJiis schedule cont&lned eighteen
tests and was easily performed in one day. Ten series of this
type were made for the wood posts set in accurately bored holes.
-2^ J-
Figures 21 and 22 show a four inch wood post before and
after testing.
Driven posts> Only fifteen driving tests were made.
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due to lack of time. These tests were laade using the five
pointed posts, and no definite schedule was adopted* The five
poets wero driven consecutively and rere then tested, and these
tests were made on three different days.
Steel posts* The main interest of the testing program
was in the accxsrately bored holes and wood posts. However, as
a comparison, eight tests were made using the two steel posts
numbered 1 and 3 i^ Pigtire 7« These two posts were tested
with and without bearing plates, and r.o definite sched le was
followed. Typical positions of a steel post before and after
testing are shown in Fii-ures 23 and 24.
Results of field tests
Results of tects using posts set in acctirately bored
holes. The data taken f rorri 180 tes^ts conducted with the two
and one-half, three, three and one-half, and four inch posts
are presented in the form of graphs in Figures 25 to 36,
inclusive.
Figures 25, 26, 27 and 28 present curves sl owing the
effect of depth of set upon the overturning resistance of the
four different diameter posts tested. Each point on the curves
represents an average of ten tttts, and each figure repre
sents the tests made with one diameter post. In each of these
curves the diwneter and depth of set are constants, wl.ile
load Increstents and deflections are variable.
In the next group of curves, 83":Own in Figures 29, 30, 31
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and 32# the effect of diameter upon the overturning resistance
of wood posts of the four different diameter posts tested is
shown. In these figures the diameter and depth of set are
constant, while the load increments and deflections are
variable* Again, each point represents the average of tea
tests*
Figures 331 34-, 35 and 36 contain cturves shoving the
effect of difiuaeter upon the overturning resistance of the
four different diameter wood posts tested. These curves pre
sent the same relation as shown in Figxires 28, 29, 30 and 31
in a different manner. Each cui^e represents a constant load
for a given depth of set. X»oad increments of forty pounds
were chosen to show the effect of increased loads upon the
deflection of the post being tested. It should be noted that
in these figures the load and depth of set are constants^
while deflecti(ms and diameters are variable. Bach point
on these curves also represents the average value of ten
tests*
The points of rotation below the surface of the ground
about which each post rotated dtiring the tests are presented
in Table I. These points were determined from the data sheets
in the maimer shown in Figure 20. On many of the sheets one
value for a point of rotation was not obtainable, and in
that case the maximum depth of rotation was recorded# Bach
value listed represents an average of tan tests*
-63-
Table I* Points of Rotation for Wood Posts<
Post Depth t Point of
Dlam* Set : Rotation
(in.) I ilTkm)
4 1.6 t §»45
20 : 11.45
24 « 13.05
28 t 14,70
32 t 15*40
36 t 17»B0
3 16 1 8.85
20 1 10.65
24 1 12.80
2S 1 12.45
3 1/2 16 1 8.80
20 1 13.15
24 * 13.20
28 * 16.35
2 1/2
32 : 14.85
16 1 8.05
20 » 9.28
» ;io,25
—64^
Besultfl of tests using steal posta^ During the field
tests conducted Ti^lth the wood posts eight tests were made
using the two steel posts numherod 1 and 3 (Figure 7),
Figures 37 and 38 present a series of curves obtained from
the data taken in these tests# Fli^ure 37 shows the curves
giving the relation between load and deflection for steel post
No# 1, while Figure 38 shows the same relation for steel post
Ko« 3# These curves are presented to give a ooiaiparison between
wood aiid steel postsi and also to show the effect of the bearing
plate f und on steel post No. 3.
The points of rotation as determined fron the data
sheets in the manner shown It; Figure P.O for the t^o steel
posts are gi^ren below*
Steel post Depth set
(inches)
Point of rotation
(inches)
No. 1 with plate 18 5.00
without plate 18 7.00
No* 3 with plate 18 6,80
without plate 18 10.00
without plate 24 6.00
f
Results of tests using driven wood posta. Figure 3^f
shotts the effect of the various cone points on the sta
bility of the three and one-quarter Inch posts. Each point
on the curve is the average of three tests.
^'he vrrious points below the surface of the ground
about which the three and one-quarter inch polsted postB
—65"'
rotated when tested are glv«i below# All pointed posts were
tested at a depth of 24 Inchew*
Cone Point Point of rotation
(inches) (inches)
2 12.5
4 12.0
6 15.0
8 11.5
12 10.7
Table II contains the d< ta taken while driving the thrfee
and one-quarter inch pointed posts with the post driver# The
weight was dropped a distance of 20 inches in each test. The
variations in these data reflect the necessity of a larger
number of tests*
piscusslon of results
The results obtained from the tests made with the wood
posts set in accurately dug holes were quite variable. In
an effort to overcome these variations ten tests were con
ducted for each different diameter post and at cach depth of
set* The values of these tests were then average for a final
working value*
From the curves presented in Figures 25, 26, 27, and 28
data were taken to obtain an expression sl.owing the effect of
depth of set upon the stability of the wood posts tested-
The iaethod used in selecting the data was as follows? From
tfcblfl II POfct Driving PfttA
gBlows
)epth 5et:Elog«
11.25
17.00
22^50
24.00
SiH
13.75
19.50
24.00
2iiO
6 it>ex.th Sfp
11.25
20.50
24.25
0*00
3.50
6.00
8.a:
10#50
12.50
15.C<)
17.00
19.00
21.00
23.CO
24,00
00
5.00
7.00
9.00
11,00
13.00
l'i.25
17.25
19*50
22.00
2M£
5.75
7.75
10.00
12o'C
14.75
17.00
19.00
20.50
22.00
23.50
24.00
iSlSES
t 30
o.oc
3.50
5.75
8.00
10.50
13.75
17.75
21,00
23.25
24.00
Depth get
0.00
4,25
6.75
9.25
12.00
15.50
19.00
22.25
24.00
ijmm
5.50
7.V0
9.75
12.00
14.50
17.25
19.00
21.00
22.75
24.00
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Table II. Contlmed.
8" Cone Point
Test 1
mms.
0
5
10
15
20
25
35
40
—41
Depth Set « Depth
0.00
10.50
15.00
19.25
23.00
2^-00 «
0
5
10
15
20
25
30
35
40
0.00
8.00
10.50
12.50
15.00
17.50
19.25
20.75
22.50
^est 1
12" Cone Point
Test 2
Misss.
0
5
10
15
20
25
39
35
40
42
Depth Set
0.00
9.50
12.75
15.00
16.75
18.25
20.00
21.75
23.50
24.00
Blows ; Depth Set
0
5
10
15
20
25
30
35
40
46
0.00
8.25
11.25
13.50
15.25
17.00
19.00
20.75
22.25
23.75
I.
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•ach of the Flgwes, except Flgtire 28, the loads for 16 and
28 Inch depths of set were recorded for 2, 4, and 6 Inch de
flection, In Figure 28 lo&ds for 16 and 24- inch depths of
set v/ere used. If two values of depth of set and the cor
responding loads for a given deflection are substituted in
the general foanmla below^ the values of the expon«at "n"
can be determined for different depths of set*
P = Kd®
In this formula P represents the load, d represents the depth
of set, and K is a constant reflecting the soil variations#
Figures 29, 30» 31» and 32 were used in detennining the
effect of different diameters upon the overturning resistance
of the wood posts# The method used in detenaining this
effect was as follows! From each of the Figures, except
Figure 29f the loads for the two and one-half and four inch
posts at deflections of two, four and six Inches were re
corded* From Figure 29 the loads for the three and four
inch posts were used* Using the general foroiula below, and
knowing two loads for corresponding diameters at a constant
deflection, the values of the exponent "n" can be determined
for the different diameters*
P w KD^
In this fornnila P represents the load, D represents the post
diameter, and K is a constant reflecting the soil variations#
Summary and
The field tests were conducted to obtain data which
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would give definite information for determining the effect
of diameter and depth of aet upon the overturning resistance
of wood fence posts. A method was d<nreloped for constructing
augers which would dig accurate size holes for constant
diameter posts ^ ina&lng It possible to test the posts in un
disturbed soil. Some attention and tests were devoted to
driving and testing steel and pointed postsy but extensive
tests were not Biade. The conclusions drawn from the field
tests are as followsi
(1) The use of augers for setting accurate diameter
posts was quite successful. Further developments
should be made of these augers and their possi
bilities Investigated.
(2) In the type of soil used for the field tests the
depth of set which develops the strength of a
two and one-half inch post is between 24 and 28
inches.
(3) The jr.etiiod used for loading the posts was quite
successful, but wuld not be recoianiended for loads
above 1000 pounds.
(4) The depth of set at which the strength of the three
Inch posts was developed occurred betwean 28 and
32 inches.
(5) The effect of the deptfe of set upon the stability
of a constant diameter post may be expressed by
-84-
the formula below*
P «= Kd^
In this formula P represents the load applied to
the posty K is a constant depending upon the soil
variations, and d is the depth of set. Average
values for the exponent n obtained from the data
are given below:
Diameter (In.) n
♦ 1.81
3 1/2 1,58
3 1.24
2 1/2 1.41
The above values for the exponent n give results
very close to the points oa the curves. Approximate
results may be obtained by using the value 1.51 for
n, which is an average of the above values, and
applying this value to all different diameter posts
within the range of those tested.
(6) The effect of the diameter of a wood post upon the
stability of the post for a constant depth of set
may be expressed by the general equation below.
P = KtP'
In this equation F represents the load, K is a
constant depending upon the soil variations, ami
D represents the diameter of the post. Using the
curves In Figures 29, 30, 31 and 32 the value of
n has been found to vary as follows j
-85-
Pepth set (Incheg)
16 1.93
20 1.68
24 1,19
28 1.13
These values for the exponent n give results very
close to those shown by the curves* Approximate
values of load for a given deflection^ diameter^
and depth of set, may be obtained by using the
value 1.48 for n, which is an average of the
above values*
(7) The points of rotation of a post below the surface
of the ground move downward to a maximum value, and
then move upward* This maximum value is very close
to one->balf the depth of set in every <».se*
(8) Tests conducted with the steel posts In the clay
loam soil indicate the strength of the steel posts
my be developed at a depth, of set of 18 inches*
Deeper depths of set result in permanent bending
of the posts*
(9) The bearing plates on the steel posts tested helped
prevent the post from twisting sideways as the load
was increased*
(10) From the standpoint of stability of the steel posty
an additional depth of set equal to the length of
post represented by the material in the bearing
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plate would be more effective than the use of the
bearing plate*
(11) The steel posts without bearing plates vere set
more easily thaii those with plates.
(12) The reti.lts from driving the three and one-quarter
inch wood posts are very erractlc, indicating that
a large number of tests should be conducted before
definite conclusions can be inade.
(13) These tests indicate the difficulties involved in
attempts to obtain eonsist^t results upon wi-dch
to base definite conclusions*
(14) Extensive tests vlth the wood posts should be con«^
ducted on other soil types and the results obtained
correlated with the resvills of this investigation*
>«r
DISCUSSION
The fact that attention h.-^ been given to the problem of
pole staollity In soil Is reflected by two articles wl^ich
give theoretical explenstlons for the behe.vlor of both a pole
and the £oil in "which it is embedded as the pole is subjected
to & horisonlal force near the top.
A stmaaary of an article entitled "Effect of Depth of
anbedment on Pole Stability" by F. Seller (11) Is presented
as follows!
(1) When an unguyed pole Is subjected to horizontal
forces, resistance to overturning Is furnished by
the groxmd In which It Is set# The capacity of
the soil to resist these forces gives the measure
of stability of the pole under given loads.
(2) For a pole of a certain strength and set in a given
soil, there is a depth of embedment such that its
strength will be just developed.
(3) Pressures developed by a pole in the soil are con**
sldered as ordlnates to a parabola whose position
is such th&t the pressure area on one side of the
pole bears the same relation to that on the other
side as the butt reactiozis do to each other*
(4) The neutral axis (or point of rotation) of the pole
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occttrs at a point approximately 0«6d d from the
surface of the groTmd. (d refers to depth of set).
(5) As a pole Is overtimied an area In front and behind
the pole is affected. The resistance to overtoorn-
ing is expressed "by the eqiaation
H = ISd^ + Nd
M is a constant determined from the soil, and N is
a constant reflecting the diameter of the pole.
(6) The diameter of a pole has little or no effect upon
the stability of the pole, but the stability varies
as the square of the depth of embedment.
A second article written by R» W* Abbett (1) and entitled
"Stability of Cantilever Poles in Bandy Soils" contains the
following Information!
(1) T!?hen a cantilever pole in compacted sandy soil
rotates due to a horizontal force near Its upper
end, the pole rotates about a center between two-
thirds and three-fourths of the depth of embedment
below the surface of the ground. The point of
rotation moves up as the pole continues to overturn#
(2) When the pole overturns a cone shaped mass of soil
is pushed out of the ground behind the pole* The
resistance to rotation comprises the forces of
friction and cohesion acting on the surface of the
cone.
(3) The resisting moment may be expressed by the
^9-
equatlon
U o ecd^(10k2-i';k+6)_ ©r M« Cd^
30k
In the first equation,
e s deflection of the pole at the surface of
the ground.
e « coefficient of resistance of the soil,
d B depth of embedment.
k B ratio of the distance from the surface
of the ground to the point of rotation to
the depth of embedment of the pole.
(4) Two constants must be known to determine the sta
bility of a pole* One is the safe or allowable
rotation of the pole, e, and the other Is the
coefficient of resistance of the soil, c*
The iresults of this investigation are not in accord with
either of the above theories. One explanation for this may
be the fact that this investigation was limited to compara
tively shallow depths of set, while the other theories are
based on deeper depths of set. Too, this investigation is
based on short poles suitable for line fence posts, while the
proposed theories are based upon transmission line poles.
Special note should be given to the fact that neither
of the above authors considers the diameter of a pole to be
an important factor to be considered in the stability of the
pole. Ifhile this may be true for depths of set greather than
those used in this investigation, the results of this in-
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vestlgatlon certainly would not warrant such a conclusion*
Too, It should "be noted that Seller (11) proposes that the
stability of a pole varies as the square of the depth of em
bedment, while Abbett (1) contends the stability of a pole
varies with the Iburth power of the depth of set#
Perhaps the most logical conclusion to be drawn from
these investigations Is to recognize the need of further
investigations of thla type. ?hese Investigations show how
variable soils inay be, and also how difficult It is to propose
definite mathematical foxmulae which will explain the behavior
of these soils.
The problems connected with line fence construction are
greater and more numerous tJaan one might realize at first
thought. In view of the past work done on this project, it
might be well to present a program, consisting of a list of
problems and suggested procedures, for future investigations*
It is only logical to assume that more problems will present
themselves as future Investigations are undertaken.
The more Important problems which have presented them
selves thus far are as followss
(1) A study of the relative stability of fence posts.
(2) A study of the possibilities of driving fence posts.
(3) A study of the possibilities of boring post holes
to an accurate size.
(4) A study of the time and labor involved In setting
fence posts by the various methods.
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(5) A canparlson of thm strength of different kinds
and shapes of fence posts*
(6) A study and deTolopment of fence fastenings for
small diameter ^ood posts.
(7) A determination of fence requirements, such as height,
weight of wire, spacing of posts, etc., for dif
ferent types of fences.
Each problem Is discussed below:
A study of the relative stability of fence posts Involires
the following Items i
(1) Effect of depth of set of post.
(2) Effect of diameter or shape of post.
(3) Effect of soil type,
(4) Effect of soil density.
(5) Effect of soil moisture.
Tests have already been conducted relative to this prob
lem* In these tests four different diameter wood posts, and
two different types of steel posts were used. An effort was
made to confine the tests to one soil type, and execute the
tests quickly enough to minimize the effect of soil moisture
variation. Approximately two hundred individual tests were
made, and the data collected show the effect of diameter and
depth of set for this soil type. The soil is of the clay
loam type. The exact procedure for these tests has been out-
lliwd before, and similar tests should be conducted in other
soil types. Perhaps the best method for determining the
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effect of soli moisture and soil density would be a series of
small scale tests In the laboratory where these variable
factors could be accurately controlled# This would involve
a soli box and different types of soli*
A study of the possibilities of driving fence posts has
been started* However^ much le yet to be done. This study
would involve the followingt
(1) Shape of point.
(2) Size of post*
(3) Type of driver#
(4) Practicability of driving posts In different soil
types*
It Is an accepted fact that steel posts may be success
fully driven In most soils, but little attention has been
given to driving small diameter wood posts* This Investiga
tion would Include the selection axid testing of many different
types of points on different size posts* For example, five
different length conical points have been tested on 3 1/4-
Inch diameter posts* These tests should be repeated using
smaller size posts. Again, one point might perform differ
ently In different soil types, and there again, duplicate
tests would necessarily need to be made*
Before tests could be made regarding the stability of
fence posts, some method had to be devised for setting the
posts in the soil* It was desirable to test the posts in
the natui^J., luidlsturbed soil, and this was accomplished by
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constructing an auger for each diameter post to be tested.
As a resiat of this, the idea of developing the auger for
setting posts has been eaneelved* It has been found that the
holes are quite easily dug with the auger^ and no filling and
tamping are necessary If the hole and post are of the same
size. Further worli: and study should be conducted tovard the
development of these augers.
A study of the time and labor involved in setting fence
posts by the various methods should be conducted to have
comparative data. This could be easily done by actually
erecting a line of fence posts, by each of the various
methods, of such length as to give average, reliable data*
ThiSf of course, voiild include both steel and wood posts*
It Is possible these tests should be made on i&ore than one
type of soil and under different moisture conditions.
A study of the strength of different kinds and shapes
of fence posts could be done by two methods. One, by testing
the posts in a testing machine; and two, by testing the posts
under field conditions. It has been observed in tests
already made that the breaking strength of wood posts and
the yield point of steel posts can be measured by setting
the posts to such a depth that this strength must be de
veloped before overturning will occur. The two methods should
be Investigated and correlated.
It is a common practice to fasten fence wire to wood
posts with staples. The introduction of steel posts required
-9^
a different type of fastening. If a small diameter wood
post is to be used, it is very probable the staple will prove
an unsatisfactory fastening. This is a challenge for the
development of a simple» effective fastening for this type
of p06t«
A determination of fence requirements is an extensive
study within itself. For example | does a field pastiire fenee
need to be as heavy as a lot fence? Should the posts be set
as deep in straight line fences as in countour fencing?
Should the posts be as large in straight line fences as in
contour fencing? These and others are questions which are
unanswered. The answers to these questions depend upon a
combination of the results of the investigations outlined
above and common practice. Thus, it will be necessary to
malce a cocnprehensive study of existing fences so that a
basis for reeonmiendations ean be obtained. This survey
would include a study of spacing of posts, size of posts,
type of wire, height of fence, and other such pertinent
information.
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SmiJARY AND CONCLUSIONS
gnmmai^v
tha problems connected with fencing are not nev* However,
definite solutions to these problems based up<m theoretical
and pi^ctical procedures are lacking. Therefore, any attempt
toward obtaining data which will help to solve the fencing
problems will be not only Justified, but also of considerable
value.
Laboratory tests were conducted for the primary purpose
of testing the aqiilpment which had been built for field tast
ing# These tests also proved valuable In preparing procediires
for the field tests. Wood and steel posts were tested in the
laboratory and the results obtained scaapared favorably with
the field tests. In addition to the wood and steel posts, a
laboratory study was made of three model end arrangements.
The equipment used for testing In both the laboratory
and field tests designed and built for this investigation
consisted of a deflectoiueter, dynamoineter, foiir soil augers,
and a post driver.
The deflectometer was designed to record load increments
and deflections. The deflections of five separate points on
the post being tested were recorded siiuultaneously. These
points were spaced twelve inches apart on the post, be-
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ginning at the groimd surface and going upward to and includ
ing the point four feet above the ground surface*
The dynamosieter was designed to apply loads in Increments
as small as ten pounds. Lead weights east in ten and twenty
pouiMi sizes were used for these load increments.
The soil augers were constructed to dig accurate size
holes for setting constant diameter posts. This permitted
tests to be conducted with posts set in undisturbed soil.
The post driver was designed to drive posts in such a
manner that comparative data might be recorded. The driver
consists of a framework supporting a weight which may be
dropped a given distance each time, regardless of the depth
to which the post was driven by previous blows. The weight
is lifted with a drum and crank arrangement*
Another piece of equipment used in these tests, but not
constructed for these tests, was a Rototiller penetrometer.
This instrument was used In obtaining consistent results in
tamping the soil in the laboratory box.
Field tests were conducted using both wood and steel
posts. The wood posts were set in accurately dug holes and
were also driven. The main interest in the field tests was
confined to the posts set in accurately dug holes# Incon
sistent results necessitated a large number of tests to give
average values upon which to base conclusions.
The conclusions to be drawn from this investigation are
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B.S follows t
!• In the laboratory tests Model No# 3 (Figure 10)
required froic 50 per cent to 100 per cent more load to produce
failure than did the other model end arrangements tested*
This would indicate a definite advantage in loading the center
post of a double span end arrangement as compared with loading
either the front or end post*
2» The use of augers for digging accurate diameter post
holes was quite successful* Further designing should be done
to develop these augers*
3# In the type of soil used in the field tests a depth
of set of 28 inches was sufficient to develop the breaking
strength of the t^o and one-half inch posts tested* A depth
of set of 32 Inches developed the strength of the three inch
posts tested*
4* The points of rotation of a post belo^ the surface
of the ground move downward to a maximum value^ and then move
upward. This maximum value is very close to one-half the
depth of set in every case*
5» A depth of set of 18 inches is sufficient to develop
the strength of the steel posts used in the field tests*
6* The value of the bearing plate found on each of the
steel posts tested is questionable from the standpoint of
overturning resistance* If the weight of the plate were
transformed into an additional length of the post, and the
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post set an equivalent amount deeper, the stability of the post
will be greater than if the plate were left on.
7« The efrect of the depth of set upon the stability of
a constant diameter post set in clay loam soil my be expressed
by the equation
P a Kd^
In this equation P represents the load applied to the post,
K is a constant depending ujon the soil variations, and d is
the depth of set. Average values for n vary between the limits
of 1»24- and 1.81, depending upon the diameter of the post used*
8* The effect of the diameter of a wood post set in
clay loam soil upon the overturning resistance may be expressed
by the aquation
P «
Xn this equation P represents the load, K Is a constant depend
ing upon soil variations, and D represents the diameter of the
post. Average values for n vary between the limits of 1.13
and 1»93> depending upon the depth of set. An average value
for n of 1.48 gives approximate values for P.
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